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What Is Capital?
The Unsolved Piddle of Social Justice”By .Jerome K. Jerome.

and Stephen Leacock, Professor of Economics
-------------------------------------- -------- By c. K. -----------------------------------------------

am not an authority on Political 
Economy. Not to put too fine a 

point upon it, 1 am not at all sure 
that 1 even understand it. 1 doubt

I
cif 1 could explain offhand the origin w believe, the last, of “The Un- giiu-s he can see between this and

of Capital. 1 gather that it happen- solved Riddle of Social Justice,” by that system of State Control which
ed long ago. and even since there Professor Leacock appears in “The in a previous article he so vigorously ference can not be made too plain
seems to have been trouble about it. Daily Province,” of Saturday, Oct. denounced under the impression that The fundamental cause or to state
J remember an election meeting in a 11. In it, Mr. Leacock sets forth his it was Socialism. It is such glaring it scientifically, the efficient cause

The "Peaker. plan whereby society may be saved inconsistencies as this which compel of those “bitter inequalities ' in the
a gentleman who seemed to I eel the from chaos and destruction. And by us to question Mr. Leacock’s fitness present social
heat, was full of vigor. “You can’t “society," it is well to note, Mr. Lea-
do without capital,” he said. There cock obviously means the present

voice from the back ot the economic system." He seems quite tm-
No; but we can do without able to perceive the difference be-

Since then 1 have tween the social organism and the

1IAPTEK the seventh, and. we essential difference Mr. Leacock ima- symptoms in the social structure and 
falls very far short of striking at the 
root cause of the disease. The in-

manufacturing town.

structure, to which 
even Mr Leacock can not shut his 
eyes, is the present economic basis of

Most of his time. Mr. Leacock ap- production for profit, 
pears to lie living in a bygone age. production for profit remains the 
Not to put too fine a point upon it economic basis of society so long 

heard the argument stated pro and method of production and • distribu- his intellectual process is distinctly will those “bitter inequalities
con, with more elaboration, but never, lion of use-values, which may at any antiquated. He is confronted with tinue to manifest themselves the gov
as far as 1 have been able to judge given period he its eeonomie basis, certain unhealthy symptoms affect- eminent and Mr. Leacock notwith
has it got beyond that bald and siin- That he is very keenly aware of the in g the present social structure. His standing,
pie point. 1 have been told by way of manifold defects of the present so-
crude example, adapted to my intel- vial order is quite plainly apparent,
ligenee, that the first Capitalist was It is difficult to imagine how any in-
probably the first man who made a telligent school boy, after reading not happen again,
spade. This agricultural implement the professor’s remarks on this sub
tle probably lent, or “rented.” at so jeet. can avoid the obvious inference

for the task of saving the social
structure.

came a 
hall: 
you, old man.”

So long as

con-

method of remedying them appears 
tor the most part to take tlw form

The chapters of the Unsolved Rid
dle abound with statements which 
suggest rather than assert that Mr. 
Leacock is under the impression that 
men make their economic systems in 

We are reminded of the old lady, a accordance with their ideas of «bat 
much an hour, paid in the currency that those economic inequalities upon relic of the Victorian era. who, being is right and just. As a matter of 
of the period; sea-shells or crocodiles’ which he dwells so often are the in- greatly shocked by certain aspects fart the exact contrary is the 
teeth, one supposes. So far, 1 under- evitable outcome of a system of pro- of the recent war. expressed her as- Our ideas of what is right and just 
stand the thing. But suppose the duetion for profit instead of for use. tonishment that the government did are very largely determined by the 
gentleman to whom that first <api- Yet the professor misses this point not do something to stop it. methods by which we are compelled
talist had lent his shovel, instead of entirely. It is such intellectual lapses Mr. Leacock appears to he quite to furnish ourselves with the 
returning it with thanks and the as this, which give us cause for ignorant of the fact that 
agreed number of beads, had hit that doubting his sincerity.
“Capitalist” over the head with it.
and had afterwards buried him. “The nothing more or less than

of insisting that these things must 
The government 

should do this and it should do that.

case.

means
of lite, or. in other words, by the 

ernments are powerless in the face economic system which forms the 
of economic laws. Somewhere else basis of the society in which we live, 
he has something to say regarding Ideas are 
what he refers to as “supposedly” things, 

government of every immutable economic laws.

even gov-

Ilis plan of salvation' is in effect
an exten- 

In his own
the reflexes of material 

Abstract ideas are the te
lle does flexes of the relationships between

First, the material 
things or the relations between 
terial things, then the ideas to which 

are they give rise.

dates. 1rule of Right and Justice sion of State Control, 
words. “theIt hadgather from November last.

not been established in that rude country” “ought to supply work and not appear to consider them immut- material things.
age. I see no impossibility of such play (pay?) for the “unemployed, able. We beg to differ on this point,
an incident having occurred. Who maintenance for the infirm and 
was the Capitalist, then? History aged, 
would suggest that this argument tunity for the children.”

ma-
We would point out to M r. Leacock 
that "what we call economic laws 

\\ c would indeed immutable. But they are not 
be gieatly interested to hear what immutable because we call them law

and education and oppor-
It is true Mr. Leacock has morehas got to lie considered : Who are 

the Capitalists" Those who make
the shovMs, or those who. hv force trust has been unmistakable : 
or cunning, get possession of the parative free speech and order

than once admitted that a change in 
On the contrary we call them laws the methods of prdBuctiou and dis- 
hecause we have discovered them tocom- tribution has i-aiLscd a corresponding 

change in men’s ideas, but, if he per
ceives the principle therein involved, 
what does he mean by such state
ments as:

he immutable. Consequently, to as
sert that a law is not immutable is 
a contradiction in terms and is sheer

on
the western side—suppression 
disorder on the east.

shovels? and

The truth of this fact is put in 
another way by the statement of 
officer of the Carnegie Steel Com
pany, speaking officially for the 
Steel Corporation. “Where the State 

rp HOSE who have applauded the Constabulary have not been active,” 
~ liberal use of State Constatait- he says, “the strike has made head

way.” “One of the reasons why the 
strike was so widespread at Youngs-

In Pennsylvania If we agree in calling on 
animal possessing certain character
istics a bird, to say that an animal

“It tlie Kingdom of So
cialism were opened tomorrow, there 
are but few fitted to enter,” or again 
“Social betterment must depend at 

A given complex every stage on the force of public 
of material conditions must invari- spirit and public morality that in- 
ably and inevitably give rise to per- spires it?”

nonsense
an

possessing those characteristics is not 
a bird is absurd.

(From “The New Republic.'

And again, what does 
A given economic basis he mean when lie speaks of that “in-

lividualism that

ary for the breaking up of strikers’ 
meetings in Western Pennsylvania 
have plenty of proof, it they will see 
it, that this method of maintaining

tain results
such as the present system of pro- 

town was that the police protection duetion for profit must invariably 
"as uo* içood. W lien you couple and inevitably give rise to material 

the peace is not only high-handed this statement with the fact that in conditions which result in certain ef. 
but ineffective. Defense ot clubbing Youngstown, the first week of the 
tactics rests on a belief that mass

we have hitherto 
made the basis of the social order ?

It is true that we have discovered
some time since, that a certain degree 

feets some of which Mr. Leacock has of individualism is indeed the basis 
noted in his remarks upon the econo- of the present social order. It is also 
inie ’ inequalities of the present so- true that 1 hose who ride on the crest 
•■ial order. And, if our observation of the present social order, and 
of economic phenomena has been cor- sequently regard it as a most de
fect, so long as that given economic sirahle state of affairs.

strike has been marked by extra
ordinary order, what does it mean ! 

vented from turning into mobs. But simply that it is naive to believe that 
what is the actual record of events the first duty of the State Constabu- 
in the present strike ? In Ohio, there lary in the present strike is to 
have been few eases of meetings serve order
broken up, during the first week of strikers could state their ease 
the strike- and there have been few -

meetings can in that fashion be prv-

con-

pre- are very
fhe base is present so long will those prone to the idea that individualism

is a right and proper basis for 
is meant by an econo- ideal social structure. But if Mr. 
neither the government Leacock intends to convey the im

pression that society deliberately and 
Once this point is understood, it consciously adopted individualism as

its basis, then may we he permitted 
govern- to point out to him that he is entire- 

ments do this or that is merely an ly in error. The fact of the matter 
attempt, to palliate the unhealthy

In Youngstown.
certain effects manifest themselves. 
That is 
mie law
nor Mr. Leaeoek can alter it.

un- anmolestedly to their fellow-workers. 
The strike was immediately success
ful. It was also without disorder.

er riots and disturbances of any sort 
than in any other section of the steel 
country. All of the worst riots have In the Pittsburg district, the club- 
come in the I ittsburg district and hing of meetings didn’t prevent riots 
that is just where the State Constab- will he quite obvious that Mr. Lea- 

-but it did succeed temporarily in cock’s suggestion that the 
tilary have been most active. In the holding hack the strike. And that 
tew ns along the Ohio River the cun- was what was wanted. Continued on Page Four
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concerna can easily supply the whole 
ut " the commodities needed, and so 
their method sets the value, 
small man is not a necessity, what 
he supplies is like a drop in a thou
sand gallons, but the economist has 
a very different proposition where 
the small farmer is concerned. The 
great bulk of farm produce is pro
duced on small farms, the small 
farmer is a necessity. The large 
farms are hardly out of the experi
mental stage, and the tractor, so far 
as my experience and observation 
goes, is seldom used except for break
ing and threshing. On farms of 640 
acres where an engine is owned, I 
have seen the ploughing done by 
horses. Why? Because it could be 
done cheaper. The horses have te 
be kept anyway as the engine will 
not do all their work. The traction 
engine on the farm is an imperfect 
machine, its use does not materially 
affect the value of farm produce. 
This is a sweeping statement, but 
from broad observation and enquiry,
I befieve that it is correct.

If then it is correct that the farm
er’s poverty is due to over-produc
tion, why does he not produce less 
supply, and the price rise to value 
and allow demand to catch up to 
under the condition of an.equal sup
ply and demand? The answer, in 
my opinion, is simple. There has 
been, and still is, an over-supply of 
labor-power on the world’s market. 
Part of this over-supply has flowed 
into the farming industry (carrying 
along with it th.e ideology of the 
wage-worker. namely a “living- 
wage,”) this has caused a chronic 
over-supply of farm produce, and a 
reduction of price to a point where 
society can stomach all the produce, 
and the average farmer can get a liv
ing for himself and family, and an 
average rate of interest on the money 
invested in means of production, 
(horses, farm buildings, machinery, 
tools, etc.) Whoever is the real owner 
of these things, gets the interest or 
profit.

During the war, and since, when 
supply and demand became equal, 
and then there became an actual 
shortage of farm produce of many 
kinds, the price rose to “equitable” 
value, or value under equal supply 
and demand, and then would have 
risen above to a considerable extent 
had not the government stepped in . 
and eliminated competition at the 

demand end." Should capitalist 
domination continue, for a few years, 
a fail in the price of farm produce 
to the pre-war level or nearly so, is, 
in my opinion an absolute certainty.

Now fellow farmer, I have been as 
brief as possible, I have not dealt 
with the “collector” and his “sins.” 
or the grade mixer. If you have • 
grasped the theory I have tried to 
briefly expound, you will be able to 
assign to these gentlemen their rela
tive importance. I am afraid I am 
taking up too much space as it is, 
but hope our editor will allow me a 
little more vet.

We farmers are not called npon 
to be the prime movers in changing 
this system for one more suited to 
the development of the race. For 
that task we «are not well suited 
Onr mode of life and work, docs not 
weld ns together, and force ns to be 
aggressive in this matter. To the 
wage-workers, the proletariat, be
longs the work of inaugurating a 
new order of society, for that tahk

(Continued On Page 3.1 ,

The Farmer Question The

(Contributions under this heading amount of produce for equal labor 
not necessarily endorsed.— Edit.)

example we have 97 l-2e per bushel 
as# the value of the 1000 million 
bushels. Though one part was raised 
by a more expensive method than the 
Other, the social exchange value is 
the average cost in labor time, and 
then that cost reckoned by the uni
versal measure of value ; gold.

Though 1 run the risk of boring 
some of my readers by my reitera
tion, it seems necessary to repeat 
that the value of a commodity is de
termined not by the cheapest method 
of production but by the average 
method. The fact that some clever 
individual could produce the world’s 
supply of, wheat say, at a fraction 
of the present cost, does not alter the 
fact that wheat is produced by man 
under existing conditions, and it is 
the cost under exjsting conditions 
that determines its value, not what 
someone thinks, the cost should be.

Now we have another considera
tion with regal'd to value, which 
must not be forgotten. It will be 
remembered that 1 said above, that 
the value of a commodity is deter
mined bydividing the whole of the 
labor expended, by the number of 
the commodities on which that labor 
is expended when supply and demand 
are equal.

We all know that some producers 
expend nrore than the average amount 
of labor on a commodity, and some 
less. Some farmers may be forced 
to expend more labor than the aver
age, by reason of having more stone 
or brush on their land than the 
average, or being farther from a 
market, etc. For many reasons some 
farmers may not be using their time 
and energy to the best advantage, 
and so, as society will declare arbi
trarily, will be wasting their labor.

1 am sure there are many students 
of economics who understand the 
above, to whom it has not occurred, 
that just as the individual may 
waste his labor, so the whole of the 
producers of a given commodity may 
waste their labor, not because they 
are producing “unscientifically” but 
because they are producing what so
ciety doés not need ; too much ; and 
society can only afford to use up. 
store and waste this excess of com
modities if it can get them at a 
lowered price.

When a commodity is over-pro
duced, society declares arbitrarily, 
through the law of supply and de
mand. that the producers have been 
wasting their labor to the extent 
that they have over-produced, so we 
have lowered price ; and this lowered 
price is an expression of a lowered 
value: but only in a broad sense. So 
if the value of farm produce is so 
low, under normal conditions that 
the farmers are povertv-striken. it 
is not because they are marginal pro
ducers but because they are over- 
producers.

True instances of marginal pro
ducers are the bootmaker in corn- 

factories : and

than another, so one country may 
yield a greater amount of produce 
than another for equal labor, also it 
must be borne in mind that though 
a tract of land may not be as suit
able as another for one kind of pro
duce, it may be more suitable for 
another kind. .

HE history of the Socialist 
A movement in Canada has been 

«•liequeied wit!, discussion on the 
standing of the farmer. Whether 
he ran be considered a worker and a 
subject for Socialist propaganda, or 
whether he must be considered as a 
capitalist whose interests are dia
metrically opposed to the working 
class; lias been, in this country, a 
question of some importance; owing 
to the large number of farmers.

It is my purpose to briefly review 
this discussion and point out the re
lative importance, in my opinion, of 
the different arguments brought for
ward.

It has been asserted by one writer 
" that the farmer is a capitalist, an 

employer of labor for the purpose of 
obtaining surplus value or profit, and 
consequently that he should he “let 
alone,” that workers should not 
waste time and money on those whose 
Interests force them to oppose any 
change in the social structure. Bet 
us see, first, whether there is any 
truth in this.

i
i

The farmer needs no help to de
cide what crops are the most suit
able for the land he is working, he 
is an expert in that line. His ex
perience and interests force him to 
raise the crops that he can raise in 
competition with other growers, still 
there are undoubtedly individuals 
who are marginal producers and 
there may be groups of farmers who 
cun not avoid being marginal pro
ducers, because of location and qual
ity of the land they work. In the 
raising of wheat and outs (and these 
are the staple* crops of Western Can
ada) I think I may assert with safety 
that Canada ean compete with other 
countries. If she can do this it is 
proof that the average Canadian 
farmer is not a marginal, but an 
average producer.

I would here like to again point 
space on the above argument. For ou* that the value of a commodity is 
those who have* lived on the farms, determined, not by the cheapest met- 
or have seen how the farmers live hod of production but by the average

method, 1 want it to be thoroughly

I do not think I need use up much

and work; “behold,
will he sufficient to show that there understood that the value of any- 
nre the rich farmers, poor farmers thing is found, when supply snd de

mand are equal, by taking the whole 
mass of commodities of one kind, and

look at them”

and “comfortably fixed” farmers.
but. that the great majority are toil
ing slaves. It is to these that I am the whole labor used in producing

this mass, and dividing the labor bywriting.
In all sections of industry where the number of commodities. To make 

individual skill and competitive ef- a simple illustration; suppose in any 
fort is a factor, there are those who particular year there is 1000 million 

exceptionally well-fitted for their bushels of wheat raised, and in the 
work, and who forge ahead of their production of this amount there is 
competitors, it is however, not with expended, including time spent in 
individuals that we arc dealing, but making machinery that is used up,

twine, etc., 1000 million hours, then

arc

with aggregations.
I think I am within bounds when each bushel of wheat would be worth

1 say that the majority of those who one hour, and if each hour produced 
till the soil ar<* receiving, skill for one dollar, on the average, in the 
skill, no more than the wage-workers, gold mining and refining industries, 
This being the case, the farmer, as then one bushel of wheat would he 
one of the cogs in the wheels of pro- worth one dollar. (The figures are 
duct ion, must he reckoned with when used merely for illustration.)

The fact that tractors can be useda change in the social order is 
brought about. Ilis state of mind is to a limited extent in farming, and 
therefore of importance to the wage- that an exceptionally large tract of 
workers in the factories, the mills, land can he formed so as to produce.

wheat say, at a low labor cost doesmines and workshops.
We come now to a more serious not lower the value of the wheat to

part of our task, viz.—what is the a greater extent than the proportion 
cause of the poverty of the farmer, of the world’s supply that is pro- 
one argument is; that he is a'mar- dueed by .that method, 
ginal producer; that is, that either 
by using out-of-date machinery, or sunied world’s supply of wheat for 
methods, or by not farming a large one year, 1000 million bushels; 950 
enough tract of land, or by not rais- million bushels is raised on small 
ing the kind of farm produce that farms, with little but horsepower, and
is most suited to the land he uses, its average cost is 950 million hours,
he is wasting his labor, and is on the or one hour per bushel : and suppose

the other 50 million bushels are 
It is asserted that all commodities raised on large farms with improved 

sell at their value, farm produce in- methods, etc., and its cost is cut 
eluded, so the only explanation pos- down to "25 million hours or one-half 
sible, is that the farmer is a mar- hour per bushel; then the value of 
ginal producer. But here we come the whole of the world supply would 
to the question, how can the average !>e, 950 million bushels at one hour 
farmer be on the margin? The aver- per bushel, 950 million hours; 50 mil
age is the centre, therefore it can lion bushels at one-half hour per
not be the margin. Marginal pro- bushel, 25 million hours; total 1000
dueers ean not possibly be average million bushels valued at 975 million

hours, or decimal 975 of one hour for 
But it must be borne in mind, that each bushel. Taking our former 

just as one farm may yield a greater figures with regard to gold as an

For example, suppose of the as-

inargin of production.

petition with the 
all other small ruanuafetnrers and

with themakers, who
large up-to-date concerns. These con
cerns are themselves able to easily

compete

supply the market without the small
producers. man.

Here we have a very different pro
position to the farmer. The large
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Z2CTHE FARMER QUESTION.

The Materialistic Origin of Three Pillars of
Modern Society

< ontinued from Page Two )

they are well fitted. But we, as 
members of the great working class, 
as necessary cogs and wheels in the 
machinery of production, are called '1 Et'><'K
upon to sanction, and even second 
their endeavor. To fit ourselves for 

is our duty to the 
belong, to humanity, 
must understand that

Edward .leaks in must 
"Short History of Politics,” we lm\t

wives, children ,md slaves. As her offspring, 'natter who is the 
11H belong to him
the ancient forn

seen, the perception of the 
stat«s that there is no political in- valu, of human labor leads to a de
stitution of greater importance, none sire to appropriate it.” In those capture and
has been the subject of greater con- times the chief appropriation took point invstiWy
troversy. than the institution of pro- the form of chattel slavery. Here
perty. "There is none, therefore,” we reach a new stage which marked

says, "more fit for the applica
tion of the "historical method’ which
knows no prejudices and admits no property underwent

ployment, that will give to the wage- passion* but simP'.v relates facts " and slavery, and probably permanent
worker, the full product of his labor. Around this institution of property, jll,! 11 i-iuc became two of our great . 111 !Ms 1111111 1 be practice
that will take from the capitalist the the ventral pillar of class societies, institutions. war iimte ^ ' ' ' ''aptives taken in
power to exploit and rule, will free the political activities of society may It is a common idea thul the be- In savat-c ,1,,' '’"n'll>4 ,bem 
the farmer from his arch-enemy, the be said to have raged for ages, ("on- «innings of society waa in the family, result of scarcity' “7 f i
capitalist, and his economic enemy, trary to the opinions of many people, but such is not the ease. Enquiry has in the killi . ' i" l,,M'
the out of work wage-workers, who property is not coeval with man. Our shown that the primitive form of as- bets of , s!".g ""
continually flood his field of pro- historical method of enquiry shows solution was the tribe, or more cor- the iucrc-s ' ' .pi"'k
duetion. making a chronic over sup- that there was a time when neither rect ly speaking tin* "pack, ” as it pjy result in . '
ply of farm produce which keeps bind nor other means of existence seems to have resembled more nearly from pastoral
prices down, as explained above were personal property, but were in- a limiting than « social organization. I..... unes

It will be noticed that though s,e»'l owned in common. Certain It "as the tribe of later times, which are carefully I,',.' T'"r ' ' "l
there is a difference of opinion among savage tribes in the hunting stage of we generally have in mind, which they ma |.j| ^ ,lno; 111 "'dcr that
Socialists as to where and how the development even today illustrate was a federation of class and fam- * ' ” "" *WI lbe’r
farmer is exploited, there is no dit- this, in that the individual only up- iliv
ference of opinion as to the remedy. propriates to himself his personal
We all agree that the farmer is being adornments, clothing and certain
exploited and that organization and weapons. All the members of tin-
co-operation of all the workers, is tribe share in the proceeds of the

day’s chase and camp and live to
gether. This restricted idea

-Vga in,
ls of marriage by 

marriage by purchase, 
to tile conclusion that

this race
to
Therefore, the woman had little 

the. matter.
a most profound and radical depart- society, the 
tire in social evolution.

or no voice in 
patriarchal 

a round dozen 
daughters

our interests are bound up with the 
interests of our In

father uf 
of strong and well-favored 
wits considered a rich

heclass, the working 
A form of society, a system 

that will free the world from
class. Individual 

an extension.unem- uiiin.

to death
usually the 
and result

a re

eating the meiu- 
Hut, with 

of fund siip-
Hiuoiig other benefits
pursuits, cannibalism

.
captors. . . 

"«ly thing, but it is 
cannibalism.

• ■ Slavery is 
hett cl

an< . than Again,
however, we notice Hint the upward 

"hut is known as tile totem group, stl p u 11N ‘lue> not to exalted morul- 
" hie.li is found universally —- -- lty’ bul to

I he earlier form of social unit was

practical convenience. 
Morality is the result, not the 
ol social amelioration.”

among
I he sexes live apart andsavages.

the unmarried individuals of
cause.the remedy.

oneIn ail article in a former issue, the 
writer makes the statement in ef
fect, that there would be no over
supply if all had the amount of food 
they need. 1 do not know whether 
this is correct or not but I am very 
sure, if it is not, that there would 
be no difficulty in persuading the 
surplus farmers to go back to some 
other occupation, providing they had 
security and assurance of a comfort
able "living.” Many of us do not 
exactly love the farms or the life, 
and if society decides that it* is neces
sary that we remain on the farms and 
do our best to provide the world with 
the raw material for the manufac
ture of food, we must be compen
sated for our labor equally with any 
other worker, no matter whether 
nature rewards our labor with a 
lavish or a stingy hand.

among
savages, ancient and modern, of what 
should be personal property is the 
result of their material environment. 
Hunting and fishing, when the im
plements of the chase are crude and 
undeveloped, can 
jointly. Also the savage is surround
ed by such perpetual danger from 
both .real and imaginary terrors that 
he can not exist in a state of isola
tion.

To returntotem group may not marry within 
the totem, but with those of another property. "As 
Intern which is fixed upon in accord- ,be agricultural 
mice with the rules of an elaborate l,ril|k of

to the institution of 
soon ns we arrive at
singe We are at the

u great development of the 
idea of property in land.
torn list regards his

system of relationship. When 
marries, he marries the whole of the 
women of lier totem, 
men ot one totem

Thea man pan*
‘country” much

Thus all the ils the hunter. . . . There is vet no 
arc the husbands individual right in laud, for the land 

is still regarded only
same generation, hunling-gruimd ; and there is 

conjectured that this system <>f partition for these 
grew up out of the desire to prevent tlie agriculturist 
the marriage of near relations. ideas. As each

only he practiced

ot the whole of the women of an as pasture and 
no need 

pill-puses Ifni 

forms new

other totem, of the
It is

However, wherever mem has ad- snnii

vaiieed into the pastoral stage, the 
conditions of this kind of life 
duee a change in the ideas of

new improvement in 
cultivation makes land more valuable, 
"" cbm. or the family. the man
who made tin- improvement, been.....
less willing to see it pass into the 
hands of others, less willing 
on to other land on which less labor* 
has been expended.

The introduction of the domestica
tion of animals, however, broke this 
system down and 
Patriarchal order and the

The necessaries of life are family. Human labor
more plentiful and more certain. The value in the sense that it could
individual can produce more than is dime more than 
absolutely essential to his existence its subsistance.

The continued association,”

pro-
prop

erty. The rudimentary idea of the 
savage hunter undergoes a develop
ment.

brought in tin
separate 

became of to move
pro-

necessary for 
The tasks of breed

ing and tending cattle, sheep and 
goals, by tin- men. and by the 
of spinning wool,**milking and mak
ing butter and cheese showed this. 
Abd a man who lias been

And so ngi-icul-wus
I Ural land became 
the elan

appropriated to
amongst whose members it 

periodically interchanged : 
filin I ly. even I his redistribution ceased, 
and the family, ultimately the indi
vidual, became

says
Jenks, ’"of the herdsman with bisRead and study fellow farmer,

don’t let the fact that you have to
hire help to get in your seed, or to
take off your crop, for which you
are charged more than you think you
should be, warp your judgment and
make you a traitor to your class, ,, . ., , , , . this stage moveable chattels, (i.e„and a tool of your enemy, the capi- , . , . .. ,, ... . ’ , , , cattle ) may fairly be said to have
talist. Wages, (the price of labor- , ,. , , , reached the stage of property, evenpower) are set by supply and de- ..... -

. , "l individual property. But so alsomand. just as the price of any other
commodity is set. When men were
plentiful in 1913, I have seen good
men getting as low as 50c a day, and
I never knew a farmer pay more
than he had to. because the wage
was too little. It is not the avarice
of the men which sets the price of
labor-power (though all want as much
as they can get,) but an economic
law.

was and.women
cattle and sheep, his perception of 
the increased advantages which can 
l>e derived from them their hides, 
wool and milk strengthen the rela
tionship between him and them. In

permanently associ
ated with a specific piece of land

very suc
cessful in cattle rearing requires a 
number of hands to keep bis herds 
in order.

“This is a long step, but it is still 
far from bringing us to the modern 
notion of private property in bind. 
All that 
the same

Permanent marriage is one of the 
essential features of patriarchal so- 
ciety. To quote 
again :
appearance is 
some

we have arrived at is that
in/iii may yfo on your after 

year plowing the same piece of land, 
and it may be. his children after him. 
But that would not satisfy the land
owner of the present day.” 
lordism has other features which will 
he dealt with Inter

Professor Jenks 
"Bv superficial writers, itshuman race as a whole, but the pain 

may be lessened if all the tissues of 
the live part of society, the working, 
the producing class, will bend their 
energy to the task before them and 
give to their children and their chil
dren’s children, a system that is alive, 
healthy and vigorous. Shall we be 
doing our duty to our children if

often attributed to
vague improvement in morality 

or taste. Unhappily the facts point 
to a much less exalted origin, viz..
the desire of man to secure for him
self exclusively the labor of woman Thus we see that the conditions 
and her offspring. If the change had for change in society is a change in 
come about from exalted ideas of

Lnnd-

thc manner in which 
morality, we should probably have their livelihood ; each 
found two features in the

men procure 
stage of ceo- 

eor-
we oppose the inauguration of a sy
stem that is for their well-being, that 

Systems, like ;s necessary to their verv existence Î
other forms of life, are bom. grow, Shall we tell them “when the fight

is over and the battle won,” that we 
Hving in an epoch when a system is all we could to prevent the sy-
decaying, and are privileged to live 
at a*time when a new system is be-

system nomie development having its 
— H equality of numbers between responding settirjS of ideas, social in- 
the man and the

The capitalist system is the cause 
of all our troubles.

new-

free xtit niions and customs ; and that so
cial progress and -well-being is in
volved in the development of the 

ay- means of production.

(2woman ;
consent to the marriage on both sides 
It is notorious that just the opposite 

the facts of the patriarchal 
stem, at any rate at its earlier stages 
Polo gain y or plurality of wives, is 
the rule ; and while the husband is 
not at all particular about the 
duct of his wife with other men. he 
is intensely strict about appropriat
ing the whole of her labor : and all

come to maturity and decay. We are

are
stem ever being bom, and that in
stead ’of educating ourselves and 
others for the great change, we were 
among those who refused to be edu- 

form of life may be ushered into rated, were among the tissues which 
existence with as little pain as pos- had to decay along with the decay- 
sible Pain there must be. to the

News is desired on the organizing 
of educational classes and on their 
progress. Drop us a line. We hear 
that \ ietoria and Prince Rupert have 
commenced or arc about to do so. 
What about other places?

in g bom.
Read and study, so that the new

con-

iag system ? IT. F. 9

!
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PAGE FOUR xTHE . INDICATOR
over the continent, take up the «tv. ing district, we intend tv apply for played a part But theirs has been

two and three hundred required, regarded as a dominant or determin- 
. of New York, Should these privileges not be grant- ing factor. Furthermore, for Mr.

. g . furnal of liberal ten- ed. obligations will be fulfilled at the Leacock’s enlightenment.
(jeunes, and it is one of the ft-:oli- usual postal rate, or if this is found 
tarv voices raised in criticism of M 
Gary and his policies, 
following from its October 1st issue :

“Had .M, Fitzpatrick declined to THE INEXPLICABLE FOREIGNER

are
The “Next Republic

we will ven
ture to assert that those material con

nut possible, the subscription money dirions which are largely the outcome 
We quote the will be refunded. of the present economic basis

inevitably, and 
rise to

r.
must* * * * very shortly, give 

a new social structure of 
winch Socialism as opposed to In- 

held to be the evil genius of labor dividualism will he the basis.
The Vancouver “Sun.” how- it will come,—this new social 

ever, now comes out with a varia
tion.

confer with Mr. Gary, he would have 
been denounced from one end of the

_________________  country to the other as a firebrand
OCTOBER 18, 1919 ,tut Mr Gary can decline to confer 

xv i tli the representative of a
«' I A 11K steel workers' strike in the large segjion of bis men : he 
JL l oiled States, makes brave fuse to arbitrate

The foreigner has hitherto been
And

orderunrest.
SAT!'RIMY —we would beg Mr. Leacock to note, 

I nder the caption Paid Agita- not merely because we desire it, nor 
tors in Gamps” it says in part. “It will it delay its coming because Mr. 

, , „ ,!ven dlscuss = he 'the agitation) was giving the for- Leacock is not readv for it but itbluntly repudiate all the known eigne,■ a better chance, for he was ........... me because 1 material

susceptible to the influence dirions will make it 
of agitators having the interest of

very 
can re

copy for the press. Plots, conspira
cies, bombs, anarchists, red propu- methods of peaceful adjustment, and

so fa r

can
con-not so necessary.

Mr. Leacock is obviously very much
concerned with saving the essence of 

stoppage of work means a stoppage the basis of the 
of pay also. The English-speaking turc, 
worker thinks his

as one can judge from the 
press, few voices are raised to brand 
him for what lie is:

gandu. Bolshevism, R- 
K-Revolution. 
tiling that would sal 
isfy the esthetic taste

A CAPTAIN Every- the dollar at heart and knew that a
OF an inciter of 

\ iolence, a provoker of industrial 
war, an industrial barbarian.

present social strue- 
In this he, unconsciously

INDUSTRY
per-

but nevertheless, definitely 
aligns himself with the 
class.

of a people who take 
a morbid delight in (icing terrified. * aleulitting that tlie unions nuav not

be strong enough to win this time, 
relying on enormous war profits to 
tide him over,

pay goes on xvhen haps, 
We don’t think.he isn’t working. governing

There is a striking similarity 
between the ideas of the sociological
ly inclined members of that

"Give 'em circuses, 
brow student of human nature, and

said a loxv- * * * ♦
EDUCATIONAL CLASSES

akin 'em alive, while you are doing 
it, no doubt was iuydied. Like Presi
dent Wilson, most of

knowing that the 
men's organization is immature, trust- 

ha ve single to his automatic control
track minds, being unable to think Public authority in the steel districts, 
exhaustively on a subject without 
giving it undivided attention.

Vancouver Local No. 1, S. P. of <J., 
bus commenced its winter season of from Plato

class
up to the present day. 

Plato’s “Republic” was frankly and 
Pm , tlle first class on economics outspokenly* a slave state. The slaves 

was held. The text book used

us over Educational Glasses. On Sunday, at

exploiting the fevered and panicky 
condition of the public mind lie lias 

of living, deliberately chosen to provoke the 
strike now because he thinks he

xvas were to be as well treated as 
by Marx, possible, that is to

was
say they were 

a measure of

< (tie “ Wage-labor and Capital,
Some 70 or 80 attended, and a brisk 
and interesting discussion showed the 
interest taken by the class in the 
subject.

subject, the high 
threatens to draw attention to

cost
to be allowed as full 
life ascan

He has not taken
some

fundamentals of the capitalist met
hod of production itself. Hence, the "M,‘ steP 111 avert the strike, lie has 
suggestion of an approaching terror 
ol unknown character and magnitude 
may act as a counter-attraction. Pro- meetings,

was compatible with the in
terests of those who governed them, 
and lived

smash I lie union.

the proceeds of theironnut made one move for peace. . .
lie has distributed gnus, suppressed 

refused a hearing, lie 
wauls this strike and he wants it

Gu Wednesday evening, at 8 labor. But it 
o’clock, the class

was obviously as im- 
on history was possible for Plato as it is "for Pro- 

— was fessor Leacock to conceix-e of 
Industrial His- eiety in which there should not be 

economically enslaved working 
class to do all the

opened. The text hook chosentesters and enquirers into the cost 
of living problem «ill feel diseour- now, because lie thinks lie can win

and have a few more years of ab-

a so
il. De. B. Gibbin’s
tory of England.” Owing to the ex- an 
pense of this book which is $1.50, it 
was decided to allow

aged on the insinuation being made 
that they arc hut camouflaged cm is- >lllulv power in bis industry 
saries of social disorder.

necessary produc
ts ose who fixe labor and to submit to be gov- 

wished. to purchase it on the install- erned by those xvho lived on them
and in some inexplicable manner held 

Comrade Harrington, gave a revifexv themselves to be superior 
of various theories and methods of

After
I hat—well Mr. Cary is not looking 
ahead.” .I low stands I he situation on this 

steel workers’ strike then? The
And much more to the ment plan. The leader of the class.same point. The Xexv Republic 1ms 

one of its editors ivering the ground 
in the steel

VIII-
In short,

as a spokesman for the xvorking class 
presenting history and compared has somexvhere expressed it the 
them to the materialistic method of titude of such bourgeois reformers

which gives as Professor Leacock, is that “they 
more prominence to the economic are willing, when drix'en to it to do 
factor than the other schools. He almost anything—except get off our 
showed that class struggles in so- hacks.” 
eiety were the instruments of poli
tical jirogress and that these arose 
out of the economic structure of so
ciety.

Discussion followed upon the open
ing address. Next week, the class 
commences the study of the text 
book.

ployees of the Steel Corporation de
manded the right to organize", and 
on their behalf. Organizer Fitzpatrick '*s attack on Ban in the issue fol

lowing the one quoted from. This 
editor says “In the misrepresenta
tion of motives it is perhaps the ‘for
eign element’ that lias suffered most.

and continues
at-

ot the American Federation of Labor, I lie Marxian School.requested an interview with Mr. 
Gary, head of the corporation, to 
discuss the matter. True to the old 
time policy of his corporation, lie 
turned the request down, refused ab
solutely to consider the matter, 
has refused to consider the matter

Who was it brought the ‘foreign ele
ment ’ to Pittsburg, if not the United It may perhaps be imagined, by 

some who have observed the quite 
touching manner in which Mr. Lea
cock writes of those who suffer under 
the hitter inequalities of the present 
system, that lie is genuinely 
ed over the unhappy lot of the work- 
class. but unfortunately does 
ceive the real

He States Steel Corporation itself'.’ It 
is not liard to remember days when 

with anyone. He and the group of 'he Steel. Corporation advertised
employers in the Industrial Confer- ‘Men Wanted. Foreigners Only Need
cnee now sitting in the States, are Apply ' Foreign labor was plentiful
blocking the attempt of the labor then. Why did the Steel Corporation
group to have the conference inter- want it ' Because it was cheap; be

cause. with religious and racial dif
ferences it was thought that the 
‘ foreigners' would not easilx unite ; 
and because, therefore, they would 

credited representatives of organized s*-ve as a bulwark against unionixa- 
labor. He is also one of the most turn. Today, fighting off standards
violent advocates of the immediate accepted in every civilized eonv

concern-

not per- 
root cause of their 

We must confess to being 
a little skeptical of this, especially 

No questions asked, when we lead such sentences 
.lust walk in and sit down. One hour following : 
and a half is given to reading and that

All are asked to attend thesevene in the dispute, lie objects to 
his employees organizing, even while 
he sits in the Industrial Conference 
around the same hoard as the av

alasses. There is no distinction made distress, 
between race, color, creed or sex. All
are welcome. as the

“The hardest capitalist 
ever gripped his property with 

discussing the text book, and the the iron clasp of legal right relaxes 
last half hour to general discussion, his'grasp a little when lie thinks of 
Anyone is free to take part in the the possibility of 
discussions. The classes are held at

signing of the Peace Treaty without munitv. the companies turn on these 
amendment. And yet in that treaty men for the wholesale importation 
is the following clause : “The right they are themselves so largely res
ell" association for all lawful purposes ponsihle for and insult them with 
by the employed as well as by the insinuations, not once, so far. sub- 
employers.” A jewel of the first stantiated by the fact.” 
water is Mr Gary’s consistency. It 
is 100 per cent. United States Steel steel trust are in the limelight for 
Corporation. His denial of that right the time being ns playing the capi

talist game. The support given him 
in the press of every city, town and 
village in the land, and the way in 
which it is villifving the workers.

social eonflagra- 
suggests to ns that Mr. 

Leacock knows quite well

a
tion.” This

the hall. 401 Pender Street East, cor
ner of Dunlevy avenue and Pender lies the efficient xvherein

cause of our social 
And the fact that he nowhere 

makes more than the
ills.street.

Mr. Gary and his associates in the merest passing
TkP Unmlvpfj Rirlrllp TTferenpe t0 this p°int- ^est* fUr1 DC unsolved IXIUUIC thermore. that lie is in no mood to

U

have it altered 
far in one instanceof Social Justice” Indeed heto his employees is the issue of the 

strike They desire to organize, so 
that their delegates may sit in con
ference with the employers repre
sentatives and discuss one day’s rest shows Gary as the hero and hope of 
in seven, and the abolition of twenty- 'he capitalist w*orld

goes so
as to state that; 

“the private ownership of land is 
one of the(Continued From Page One.) greatest incentives to 
human effort that the xvorld has 
known

ever
Tt would be folly to abolish 

it even if we could ”
is that hitherto the material condi
tions by which we mean all the con
tributing factors and circumstancesfour-hour shifts, and an increase in

wages ns these aliens express it “to NOTICE TO READERS —have been such as to promote and
guarantee American standards of liv- As soon as we receive sufficient develop different social structures of 
’nK ’ subscriptions for the “Indicator” to which individualism more or less has

But Mr. Gary shouts. Rolshex'ism ! comply with Postal regulations, from been the basis 
And his cohorts of press agents, all points outside the Vancouver mail- that in this

Perfectly true, professor, only 
true' It certainly is “one of the 
greatest incentives to human effort.” 
And so is private ownership of the 
means of production. And so is the 

(Continued on Next Page)

too

We will not deny 
process men’s ideas hax-e

i
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the indicator PAGE FI VI
“THE UNSOLVED RIDDLE OF 

SOCIAL JUSTICE' « 99or ne
(Continued from Preceding Page t

Summarized from Kautsky. gressed.
Sciences of Philosophy, Law. 1>arat've 1-11 >loK.v- or the study of
ory, Political Economy wa* 'llv grutv,l‘ Hl*d relationship of

your head They for the rising bourgeoisie before the ioUs leug“ages and Ethnology, the
are all of them mighty efficient “in- French Revolution in the first place s'.ie,K'e "hi,h treats of the varieties
«entires to human effort.” And of a means of fighting the ruling of tlu‘ l,u,n”11 race, all of them de-

powers. social and political, which !>ar,mviits of the great science of his-
Is it possible opposed them and had their roots in ,ur'’ tound in the material which

that Mr. Leacock really thinks he can the past. It was found necessary to ,lu*' "orked »1>. not the extraordin-
tmpose upon his readers with such give, greater attention to the history al' ulld ,lu> individual but the
argument! No: It is quite obvious of the past in which the feudal in- dav and
that the good professor has no real stitutions had had their beginning- 
consideration for the lot of the work- All histories were then, 
ing class. On the
concerned about is lest those capi
talists whom he

History of Law. Vom- huinan development. The clashes 
however, again a 
economic

lash over the backs of slaves, 
so is the threat of starvation, 
so is a pistol held to

are.TAnd product of theAnd \ a r structure of society, and 
lmm this spring the antagonisms, 
therefore the struggles of the classes. 
W hat holds every class together, 
"list divides them from other classes, 
determines their opposition to

course, because of that, it would be 
folly to abolish them.

men. 
interests, a 

which no
is the particular class 

kind of interest, about 
moralist of the eighteenth 
had any idea 
might belong to.

every-
common place described.

new
century 

« natever school he
Hut for that 'cry reason can historv 
trace with certainty a line of o’, 
tinuous development, 
her material

S.

as with
contrary, all he is those histories written for the multi

tude today, taken up with the great 
man or with the relation of the extra-

con-
And. the tnoro 

grows, the more is it 
possible to compare like with like, 
the more it is discovered that this 

Hs development is no chance, but ac
cording to law. The material which 
is at our disp isal, is on the one side 
facts of the technical arrangements 
of life, on the other of law. custom 
and religion. To them the law con
trolling this means nothing else than 
to bring technics into

" ith all these advances 
cox erics which certainly often 
"ere only piece-meal,

and dis-
enoughconcerns to lie too 

giasping should spoil the graft for ordinary, 
those who would be 
less.

and by
means quite clear, by the time 
forties in the nineteenth 
the essential elements 
terialist

The extraordinary man, 
such

no
of thethe extraordinary event.content with

century all 
of the

conception of history had 
•ecu supplied. They only waited 
, thc mas,"r who should bring 

them under control and unify them. 
Unit was done by Engels and Marx.

wars or revolutions, alone seemed 
In the middle of a discussion of worth relating, 

vital social problems, 
finds time and

maThe big man was 
Mr. Leacock the motor-power in history ; in the 

space to introduce to feudal period the king, the military 
the extent of one whole column— commander, 
nothing other in

the religious founder
the whole wide and the priests. In the eighteenth

world than the Malthusian Theory, century these very men were hrainl- 
The good Mr. Malthas has long since ed by the bourgeois intellectuals as 
passed away from this vale of tears.
But. even so. he survived any passing 
interest that scientific circles

a causal con
nection with the legal, moral and 
religious conceptions without the 
help of extraordinary individual 
events.

The materialist conception of his 
tom is not only important 
it allows

the authors of all the evil in the because
us to explain historv better 

than it has been done i 
also because it enables

world, and the philosophers on the 
other hand as legislators and teachers 
as the only real authors of

s or
up to now, but 

us to make 
history better than has hitherto been 
done.

may
have bestowed upon his theory, as 
affecting society, by a good many 
years. Why on earth Mr. Leacock-
should have conceived it worth while the world market there 
to dig up this rotten corpse and par-

Besides all these new sciences.
there is finally to be mentioned a

progress.
As. however, the capitalist method
of production developed and created Hirthcr change in the writing of

were pro- ni<|dcrn history. The French revolu-
duced a network of highly com pi i- *'<m to the fore so clearly as a

ade it in his columns, it is entirely fated connections which involved the class-struggle, that not only its his-
bevond us to imagine. However, it gathering together of statistics, 
may he taken as another indication serration of these statistics disclosed 
of the regions wherein Mr. Leacock's the operations of laws governing the

actions of great masses of men.

Study history by the aid of this 
method. Form history classes in 
junction with economic classes, 
two sciences are complimentary to 
ami inseparable from each other. 
They throw a seereh-light around so 
that we see clearer for them the 
of social progress.

con
i'hetorian must recognize that, but a 

number of historians were inspired to 
investigate in other periods of liis- 

lt tory the role of the class wars, and 
to see in them the motive forces of

( Ui-

mind delights to dwell. wayMr. Leacock dex-otes some little seen that the determining de- 
space to the question of shortening ment in the alterations of human 
the hours of labor.

xv as

He admits that action was always a material change 
With a fine usually an economic

order that an increase of capital 
result from the exploitation, 
may be capital. Articles of 
tiou and ran materials 
lal if used for the above 
hut mil otherwise.

...........ondition for gupital is a
propertyless working class, having 

Al other means of existence than by 
selling its labor-power.

Exploited labor is the source of 
capital.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS may
Landten hours is too long For in-

magnanimity he admits further that stance, the decrease and increase of 
eight hours is too long. and. with-

one.
cotisump-On this column, question 

mies will be
on econo-prime. of suicides, marriages shown 

to be dependent on the price of corn.
may lie capi-a i is ne red briefly. Stu

dents «ill. however, hear in mind the 
limitations involved in brevitv. 
subject

out committing himself any
than he judges to he wise, he strix-es Enquiry in other directions also 
to convey the impression that, by ■ —
his method of social legislation, the tolerate such an experiment. We 
average hours of labor may eventual- are inclined to believe that Mr. 
ly be reduced to four or five. Wheth- Leacock is quite well aware of these 
er Mr. Leacock really imagines this facts. If he is not then, he is indeed 
to be possible under the present sy- more ignorant, even in his own par- 
stem. or is merely holding it out as ticular field of study, than we had

more purpose,
pro-

No
he satisfactorily explain-can

ed or defined ni such noa manner.
best, such answers can lint 
guides

serve as

What are wages?
What is labor-power?
What is Value?
What is Capital 1
What is Money—Next Issue.
W luit is Wealth—Next Issue.

What is Price?—It j* ,|lv monetary
expression of value and fluctuates 
around value in obedience to the law 
of supply and deimund

a sort of elusive bait we do not know, suspected. 
But we do know that, for all that In the matter of industrial unrest
he is a professor of economies, any we are. indebted to Mr. Leacock for 
entrepreneur, any “captain of indus- this gem : “The industrial world is 
try,” can confidently assure him that restless, overstrained and quarrel- 
what he suggests is. under the pres- some. It seethes with furious dis- price of labor-power, 
ent system, utterly impossible. The content, and looks about it eagerly commodities on the i 
modern captain of industry knows for a fight. It needs a rest. It should 
quite xvell the exigencies of the sy- be sent, as nerve patients are. to the 
stem under xvhieh he operates. And seaside or the quiet of the hills. Fail
lie speaks truly xxdien he says that ing this, it should at least slacken 
the only thing which can save the thc pace of its work and shorten its 
present economic structure from col- working day.
lapse, is increased production. Noxv, by Stephen Leacock, writer of funny 
granting that the reduction of hours stories, xve declare it to he humor of
from twelve or more, to ten. and in the most exquisite If. however, it needs of the ca 
many cases to eight, has been ac- xvas penned by Stephen Leacock, pro- production 
eomplished xvith little if any restric- fessor of economics, as a serious voli
tion of output, it is quite ohx-ious tribut ion toward the solution of the 
that there must be a point at xx-hich Riddle of Social Justice, all 

further reduction of working say is that it is the

The fluet na
tions tend to cancel each other when

What are Wages?—Wage* are tin- observed over a period of time, so 
Like all other that the final result is that com modi • 

et. its price ties exchange with each other equal 
e of supply value for value.is determined by the 

and demand. This
fluctuates around the value of labor-

market price
SOVIET RUSSIA

L< I.XIH »\, ( let. |8.power which is determined by the 
value of food, clothing and shelter, l p to the pres

ent hour the British authorities have 
etc., necessary for the subsistence of received no confirmation of the entry 
the laborer and for the perpetuation * Gen. YudenMi' forces into the
of sufficient of his nd to meet the burbs of Petrograd Thursday. The

method of lief was expressed that Gen. Luden-
itch’s men had no* advanced so far as 

What is Labor power?—Ji is the the former Russian 
capacity or power of the laborer to

If this was xvritten

capital.
A Bolshevik) wireless message from 

Moscow today reports that Premier 
Lcnine received an Afghan delega.irn 
in that city on Oct. 15. This would 
appear to dispose of the recent reports 

as surplus regarding Lenine, one of his assassi
nation and another of his imprison
ment.

produce wealth. The laborer sellsxve can
most axvful his labor-power to the capitalist as 

a commodity
ing class produce over and ahox'e

any
hours, under the present system can bloody nonsense

he made without lessening pro- On the subject of child welfare,
arc not Mr. Leacock has this to sav: “The 

prepared to assert that that point moment that we get away from the 
has been reached in thc eight-hour idea that the child is 
day. wc will confidently assert that dage of the parent . . . xve pass
if any such progressive reduetion of a new milestone, on the upward path lationship 
hours as Mr. Leacock suggests were 0f progress. It should he recognized 
attempted, long before his elusive in the coming order of society that 
goal of a four or five-hour dav were every child of the nation has thc
reached, the nation attem wring ' right to be clothed and fed and train- socially necessary amount of labor-
would he hopelessly bankrupt, Cnn- ed irrespective of its parent’s lot.” time involved in its production, 

he quite sure that We would be xvilling to wage that
(Continued on Page Eight)

All values the xvork-
not 
dnetion. And. while wc their wages are known 

values. These go to the capitalist 
class as rent, interest and profit, etc.a mere appen- Helsingfors correspondent of 

the Daily Mail gives details to show 
that the anti Bolshevik troop* have 

modifies in that they are products of not yet crossed the railroad running 
social labor. Value in exchange of between Gathina and Pskov He iti- 
a commodity is determined by the timates that various

What is Value?—It is a social re- 
existing between eom-

rumors noxv cur
rent are due to financial speculators. 
He says a brisk business is being done 

What i* Capital?—It is that part on the bourse by a crowd which is 
of wealth used to exploit labor in “bulling” rubles.

sequently. we may
capitalist government would everno
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PAGE SIX THE INDICATOR

Ten Minutes Talk With the Work THE PRESS OF THE COUNTRY

How It Seeks to Kill Free Thought, Free 
and Constitutional Action.

ers
('From the Glasgow “Socialist," Sept. 4. ,

Scientific Management and “Lost Time.”
hig cities, of providing housing accomodation in 
suitable surroundings and yet not too far from 
the factory or workshop. This is got over in a 
uav by municipal trams or railway 
tickets," hut the

Speech

? | S 11L problem of how to avoid or prevent ‘‘lost 
A. time" in the labor process is probably one 

of the oldest and most anxious worries of

By Jerome K. Jerome.
1 ‘ zone Nine-tenths of the 

the hands of a small
press of this country is in

mean
recent tendency is to build the 

workshop in the vicinity of suburbia, 
ter respect it is

our em
ployers. The reason for this is obvious, though 
you may not have given the matter the attenti 
it deserves. Having obtained, ready to hand, 
plant and materials to work upon, the next 
cern of every employer is not only the number 
and class of workers he requires—though that is 
very important but how he can 
labor-power that he purchases to the best possible 
advantage for profitmaking. For him “time is 
money.’ every minute of the working day that is 
not used up being a dead loss. You may not. have 
noticed it. but recently there has been a bold at
tempt made to grapple with this problem in sneh 
a manner as to provoke the least resistance from 
our side. They call it “scientific management,” 
but that is only a fancy name for efficient ex
ploitation, and certainly you have no reason to 
be ashamed of any ignorance you may have on 
the subject, since many of our so-called leaders 
have been duped with it assuming, of course, 
that they are not in league with our employers, 
which is certainly hard to disbelieve about a num
ber of them. The methods of this scientific man
agement abounds with apparent contradictions. 
We see instances of lavish expenditure on what 
appears to he in a useless direction, while we find 
its advocates excelling our most ardent trade 
unionists in the advocacy of shorter hours, as, 
for example, Lord Leverhnlme with his six hours 
a day, etc. ; in fact, in a hundred arid one ways 
our “scientific managers" display quite n paternal 
interest in our welfare.

group of rich men who
10 ruie tile natlou 11 is the press that has killed 
constitutional action. The press seeks to kill free 
thought—to kill free speech. And it is succeed
ing. ^ Jt has monopolized to itself all the 
of information. It stands between the 
and. the people, It will 
itself to be heard.

In this lat-
now no uncommon sight to find 

a factory nestling among trees and flowers in an 
apparent atmosphere of quiet and peace, with 
nice, clean rows of “workmen’s" houses arranged 
on th’e garden city principle. Small wonder there 
comes the desire to escape the squallor and misery 
which st ill surrounds most places of employment ; 
Ihe impulse being "to get a job there."

on

con
sources

thinkers
not allow anybody but 

It poisons the mind of the
utilize such

people with false information. It suppresses facts 
that it does not wish the people to know. It doles 
out^ on may have managed to “get there" only to 

be disillusioned with the 
same old game of rate-cutting, hustle, etc.—all of 
which belies the external surroundings.

It is in this way, however, that scientific man
agement seeks to solve its dilemma of attaining 
high profits with a devitalized, dispirited, and in
efficient wage-slave. 1 hope 1 have said enough 
to indicate to you what is the impulse behind all 
our modern "reform" movements. You can now 
see the basis of all this modern craze for shorter 
hours, welfare woj-k, better housing accommoda
tion, national medical supervision, rapid munici
pal or local transport, etc.

to them, only such “news" 
good for them.

as it considers 
It colors the truth for itsJ)l < iiisii If of tll€* own

purposes. It dresses up lies in plausibility. It is 
Hie press and not Parliament that rules England
today. Parliament only registers its decrees, and 
the Government is nothing but its tame executive. 
No politician who wishes to 
its commands.

succeed dare flout 
It makes and unmakes Cabinets. 

The Public Service is its plaything. The press 
its’elf in its turn is ruled by the Capitalists. It 
depends for its existence 
tisers.

upon the great adver- 
ln its turn it is the instrument of the 

great financial interests and their aristocratic de
pendents. The press is the enemy of the people. 
It has usurped th% entire authority of the 
try. Exempt from all responsibility, with neither 
a body to be kicked 
has become the

The Golden Collar. coun-
These conditions and *‘improvements for labor” 

are all directed at making us more efficient work- 
ers, and turning enhanced profits out of our 
manufactured cheerfulness. It is a case, however, 
ol swapping the iron collar for a golden one, 
which, however well burnished, is nevertheless â 
tougher metal to break than the former, and in 
this respect is a good investment for 
ployers.

nor a .soul to be damned, it 
most dangerous despotism that 

Democracy has ever been ,-ailed upon to face. 
The press of today exercises the same vicious ty- 
l.min that in the Middle Ages was exercised by 
the church ■ the tyranny over men’s minds. It 
rules by the same weapons: lies and humbug.

The press inA Vital Problem for Capital
The one vital problem, however, which in real

ity is the pivot of all our various "reform" move
ments is the question of “lost time.” Quite re
cently a Yankee firm in the Pittsburg area made 
some observations on "lost time” through ac
cidents of every kind, such as personal negligence, 
mismanagement, faulty plant, structural defects, 
etc., and reckoned that the lost time ran into 
scores of years and therefore considerable pro
fits every year And so they started a "safety 

« first " campaign.
During the war the Govtl-miviit of this coun

try appointed a committee to inquire into the mat
ter here, with the assistance of expert medical 
advice. When it was found that there was a con
siderable percentage of time lost before breakfast, 
and that this was most apparent in shops which 
started at six a m., then the mercenary motives 
of our employers took a turn in the direction of 
generosity and the 47-hour week was imposed on

our em- every country has got the people 
And until its power is broken it will hold 

the people down. Tt uses the ballot-box 
juror uses his magic rod. The people may put 
in what they think. What comes out of it is what 
the press chooses.

down.
What you would be well àdviscd to get fixed 

in your mind, however, is this : that though this 
apparent consideration for our physical, mental and 
moral welfare is all to the good as far as it goes, 
there is no reason for assuming that tlie relations 
between our employers and ourselves, i.e., rela
tions ol antagonism, are in any way altered at 
bottom.

as a eon-

’.

The politicians are its humble 
courtiers. Behind its screen of falsehood and sup
pression the moneyed interests work their will. 
Tt has become the fortress of reaction, and there 
is no power within the Constitution that can hope 
to make a breach in its defences. The power of 
the platform can only he exercised with its 
mission.

"Scientific management” today is a busi
ness proposition. It is the studied effort of far- 

imbine increased output with 
a contented wage-class. But though all these im
proved conditions of health, scientific technique 
in the workshop and paternal interest in our wel- 
Inre may even be accompanied with an increased

seeing employers 1
per-

Tt has bought up the pen and permits 
of no new enterprise. Here and there a people’s 
paper continues a precarious existence. Lacking 
capital, lacking advertising support, its influence 
is confined to narrow limits. Tt is the abuse of 
its power by the press that is driving the thought 
and energy of the country to the conviction that 
if the people arc ever really to rule, methods will 
liax'o to bp found that are not likely to obtain 
the approval of the press.

■
money wage, that is no reason for believing the 
tale that the interests of the masters and 
arc identical.

men
Nor mi the other hand is the de

ception of "improved conditions’ 
against scientific management, 
evil -and you would be well advised to stick a

an argument 
The root of the

ns.
pin here lies not in the instrument itself, hut the 
Use it is put to.

li tilings were differently arranged and instead 
ol resting upon profitmaking for a class their 
prime consideration was social well-being, then 
the • saving of "lost time" and beneficial effects 
generally of scientific management would re
dound to the commonwealth. To accomplish that 
is the great task of the labor mox-ement. T B

Then again, ns you know, there is always a feu- 
minutes expire before we get into our swing, es
pecially where handicraft still prevails, but it has 
been observed that, where suitable, the use of 
electricity in starting machinery works wonders 
in this direction. But not only have they reckon
ed on the time lost in starting, they have also ob
served that much time is lost near stopping time 
—for washing hands, etc. That is why the fore
man is always buzzing about just on the gong.

T do not know whether you are an ex-service 
man or not, but it might interest you to note that 
employers are beginning to kick, even against the 
wounded Tommies, who have gone back to in
dustrial life carrying with them the ailments and 
maladies of the battlefield and who are unable to 
keep regular time.

As one medical expert, writing on the subject
recently, said : "Their apparent had example af
fects others and lowers the tone ( t) of the 
factory.”

CONFIRMED.

Lord Lorebum is the first of the elder Liberal
statesmen to publish his views upon the origins 
ot the war. Lord Loreburn’s book derives special 
significance by reason of his long and intimate 
connection with the Liberal Party, 
member of the Cabinet during that fateful time 
when English diplomacy was blindly rushing this 
country into obligations which would eventuate 
in a European war.

He was a

WOLVES TEAR EACH OTHER

His book is scathing indict
ment of the foreign policy of Sir Edward Grey, 
and strengthens the position of those who have 
maintained that the secrecy as well as the ten
dency of British pre-war diplomacy had placed 
ministers in a position from which there 
retreat when events reached the culminating point 
five years ago. Lord Loreburn 
tered upon the war to which we had been com
mitted beforehand in the dark, and Parliament 
found itself unable, at two hours’ notice, had it 
desired to extricate us from this fearful predica
ment.

Looks as if Lenin would win through yet. for 
Inst week the press hostility to the expenditure 
upon the dirty war upon Russia grew suddenly 
into a yell.
the Rothermere organs, the Saturday Review and 
the Spectator all at it. and even puffing up at the 
end of the procession, hoping his conversion is not 
too late, old Bottomley himself. He says he "can 
not keep silent any longerthe Government has 
"no mandate for the Russian 
have neither the men nor the money for this wild 
and hopeless adventure.” Big Business and High 
Finance are ’Tally getting scared, and soon there 
W! Le no demand for General Navvy Ward’s 
photo in "Society Bits.” and Winston will be 
drawing his unemployed benefit.— From "For
ward." (Glasgow.)

The Daily Express, the Daily Mail.
was no

says: "We en-

war weEldorado As a Solution
Another cause of "lost time" is reckoned to be 

bad housing, in as much as dirt, insanitary 
dit ions and congested surroundings wears down 
the fitness of mind and body, making us unable 
to either go the pace or keep it up Arising out of 
the housing problem is the dilemma, especially in

We went to war. unprepared, in a Rus
sian quarrel because we were tied to France in 
the dark." Tt is significant that Lord Lorebum's 
book has been practically boycotted by the daily 
press, with one or two exceptions —Labor Leader, 
London.)
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rAOE SfeVBN
CHORUS OF CONDEMNATION Nationalization of Land—Futility Exposed(From the “Daily Herald.”)

ago we alone in the daily 
attacked and exposed Mr. Churchill’s Russian 
Gamble ; but so thoroughly have we awakened 
the publie to the facts that 
condemnation is taken 
in g papers :—

“Observer, 
die.”

“Sunday Chronicle.”-”The plain fact is that 
our people are in no mood for any grandiose cam- 
paign in Russia, even for the purpose of saving

A few months 1 1 rom the "Socialist Standard.”press London. • ity. 1 f we suppose that
Uons the land at Cippcnham would yield 30

" ouidonh vieir 'u uh1:,:r,trhile the °,hcr iaud

of 10 bushel

under theseDue. iu part at condi-... ... . a“' rate> to tllv demand of the
Miners federation for the nationalization of the 
mines there has grown up lately an extension of 
the old demands for nationalizing various 
erties and industries. The old 
sert ions

now the chorus of 
up by almost all the lead-

prop-
unsupported as- 

are trotted out with all the acclamation 
attaching to new discoveries, while a new organi
zation has been added to the list of those advocat
ing these policies.

economic rent”s pci* acre, 
plies if the land is

The< leaving up the Russian much saine principle ap-

to a railway, a river .... „ , ... Ile eiosc
rcmiinin,! b, irore mittbl'J'.m'1'"

» »<* .................. I ..........Z l„„ ''P“"

fo.-l.-d b, bull..... .. ,h, 7h' »*»« of-

ti;:1-;;:rnir :: 2

of that piece, either in nn,'"'al ProI>crtiea
-H..»- -

». • Vo^oZr t? z;, T"nz "rri"d ... h» c„„mo„„,„,lh z„«X°e'z
landholder) will Dav what l,e (theI-* >" n.v f„;,;:!i:L;rz,:zd bcwm;

“m”™ PooportJ- bo hold. ••-•■Th' !-! ' ",
the Realization.” h ',slon an<i
Iwid^opon for alp* m""10d “will „,oo, ,h,

...... wî:„z;“d x*t-rly •’ h'd'"'LwJ'z r .""J"» «rioZZ’iZz

as that of t t u , When “ fown a'te is sold.

■zzz’lz " zizzz''1"'in oilier words, no one will h« «im i

|.vr-.on,.
is is just the situation that prevails today as 

there is plenty of land available for those abfe To 
puythe market price for i, But. i, w , b Vb
7,0d- at rrrm thh ^ ‘"to th pockets 
<>f private individuals, whereas under th, , ,

coufusiouist «W i, w....... go into theU”c;;„lVZd”

founders of the Commonwealth League are so is : Vhe « squired ^' T° ,hh ‘hc
strongly m favor of the attitude adopted by the of the
I L F., why did they start a new organization! R 
Why did they not join the I L. P. straight away!
Or do they wish to add to the confusion already 
existing!

I

i
l«y far the most favorable subject for 

zation has been the “land.” 
the organizations having tlic 
the land for their object
xa.ion Society, which proposes a form of purchase

, lv land- and "'<■ for the taxation of
Land values, w hich advocate* the .................. . land
values ultimately up to 20s. in the £. Now a new 
organization has been formed called “The Com
monwealth League,” having for its object—

1 he foundation of a Commonwealth based 
the establishment of the common right to the land 

• the Pa*v,uent h.v each landholder of the econo
mic rent, which is the commercial value of the 
site he holds.”

tiationali-our friends.”
Prominent“Sunday Times. among 
nationalization of 

are the Land Nationali-
—“The Government policy in 

Ktissm lias been conducted throughout 
which only Mr. Mieawber could

on lines
approve.”

“Sunday Pictorial.”-”In trying to ‘save’ Rus
sia. we are risking the ruin of Britain ” Our costlv 
and wholly ineffective Russian

“Sunday Ex press.”-” The evacuation of the 
Archangel Expedition will, we hope, still be ac
complished. but there are other military activities 
elsewhere, and public confidence in Mr. Churchill’s 
capacity or trust worthiness as Secretary of State 
for War has been utterly destroyed.”

Times.”—“Russia is one blot upon the Govern
ment’s record.”

adventure ”

on

As there is no practical difference between tax
ing land values and calling upon the landholders 
to pay “economic rent”

“Daily News ”—“The policy of fomenting civil 
war in Russia.”

“Daily Express.”—“This obviously futile, cost
ly and disastrous war in Russia.”

“Manchester Guardian.”—“The Russian 
ble.”

Daily Mail.”— The North Russian matter has 
planted on the public mind a firm belief that there 
has been 
ficial 
value.

to the State, it is c 
what curious that the two prominent Liberals 
are respectively president and 
new league—Mr. K. c. Lambert 
Uuthwaite—should have formed the new organi
zation. Moreover, in their paper, “The Common- 
wealth, they are full of praise for the Inde
pendent Labor Party and the 
body’s conference passed

some-
who

secretary of the 
and Mr. R. L.gam-

resolution thata lack of straight dealing, and that of- 
assuranees can not be accepted at their face at Huddersfield at 

Faster, that “demands the Socialization of the 
land as the very foundation of the co-operative 
commonwealth, and calls upon the Government to 
make it the permanent and inalienable 
of the community.”

Ihe stupidity and ignorance oi demanding the 
socialization” of the laud while leaving the oupi- 

talist system in existence generally is only equal
led by the crazy clause calling upon a capitalist 
government to make the land the possession of 
the whole community, although, be it said, these 
things are quite in accord with the 
and misleading policy of the I. L. P.

possession
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answer
meet the social

.,.—34
pprnptmtion ol economic rent” or “land 

'allies is to reduee the 
and taxes from other 

As a el ass the workers 
taxation under capitalism, 
wealth, which they produce 
labor

amount paid for rates
In any case, the proposals sources.are worth examin

ing again as many workers believe that the taxa
tion of land values, or the taking of the “écono
mie rent” by the State will benefit their class It 
sounds very plausible to say that as the land is 
“the gift of nature it should belong to the com
munity,” and many are led to beliçve that the 
proposals mentioned would bring about the de
sired result.

are not concerned with 
Out of the total

by applying their 
to the materials given bvpower 

they receive nature,
°" al> average about enough to keep 

'em in the working condition that the masters’ 
interests demand, 
gin left

Obviously they have
over out of which to pay either taxes or 

economic rent. It is thus clear that it is the
pay these expenses in the form of 

rates and taxes, and it is they who would obtain 
any benefit that might result 
tion of “economic rent”

by Grant no mar-
Let us examine the matter a little

closer.
Both “economic rent” and “land values” mean 

the same thing in the proposals of the above-men
tioned organizations, though the spokesmen of the 
Commonwealth League nowhere define their 
phrase “economic rent.” A simple illustration will 
help one to understand the principle behind 
phrase

masters who must

from the applies- 
to these expenses, 

he method might not please the section of the 
master class whoMANIFESTO OF THE SOCIALIST PARTY 

OF CANADA

A statement of the theories and conclusions 
of Scientific Socialism.

$6 per 100

arp solely, or mainly, land- 
"> <]ers, but it would undoubtedly he beneficial 

to the industrial or commercial capitalists, and 
rea ly the idpaI capitalist form of taxation 
We see, therefore, that the claims of the Com

monwealth League with reference to the great 
benefits and freedoms that will flow to the work
ing class by the taking over by the State of 

economic rent” is a sheer figment of the ima
gination. while the real object lying behind their
project—so strongly supported by the I L P__
is to shift

this

When the War Office decided to take over a
certain tract of agricultural land at Cippenham, 
near Slough, for the erection thereon of 
repair depot, some agricultural experts objected 
to the action because, they said, the land was the 
most fertile in the district, while nearer London 
was land of practically no agricultural value that 
the War Office could have taken, 
of the War Office to retain the land 
ham is strong evidence that the 
right, but what

10c per Copy a motor
Postage Paid.

Propaganda Meeting. Empress Theatre. 
Gore avenue and Hastings street. Sundav, 3 
Doors open at 7:30 p.m.

corner
p.m. The decision 

at Cippen-* as much as possible of the burden of 
on to the shoulders of the landlords, 

whom the industrial capitalists often look 
being merely “sleeping partners.” 
workers are concerned it is 
ring ”

experts were 
meant by their objection!

Simply this, i hat if the same amount of labor- 
power, machinery, seed, etc., were used upon equal 
areas of these two pieces of land—say upon 
a acre of each—the resulting

taxation
DO YOU WISH FOR AN AUDIENCE? was

upon as 
So far as the 

another “red her-Articles are desired on the Socialist philosophy, 
or on current events interpreted in the light of its 
principles. Send them in. crop would 

be equal in quantity or even in qual-
We may deal with other forms of nationaliza

tion id a future article. J. FITZGERALD :
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minified with those 
the U. S. A. 
fieial 
stitution
counterpart of international 
tion !

The U.

of Britain and 
as the armed and of-

guarantees of the new con- 
appropriate to the political 

1-1 produc-
A Series of Six Articles.

This series 01 articles 
Newbould .ire taken from a pamphlet 
published by the Workers’ Socialist 
Federation. Old lord '<"ad,
London, E.J. Price 3d. (Editor 
“The Indicator")

EXPLANATORY FOREWORD.

■I T. WALTON NiAVllori.lt. .M.A. workers face to face and without 
too frequent interference on the part 
of the State. When war broke out 
there was no industrial unionism of

bj xV alt' n S. A. will be the arbiter of 
the world, and Europe 
"ill he perfectly safe for-flourished under the highest and 

most interested patronage of the 
Kaiser himself. The German Empire 
became an enormously powerful poli
tical organization of these closely in
ter-connected economic interests. The 
feudal state in Germany 
hauled and re-organized scientifically 
on a more colossal plan. Extensively 
and intensively, the control of the 
State over the people was reinforced. 
Antagonism to the reactionary poli
tical regime of Kaiserism has had, 
moreover, to encounter in Germany 
the same kind of economically im
pelled desire for expansion as has 
come to affect the workers of Britain

• at any rate,
the Demo-

any vigor in Germany. At the same for which Washington fought :
time there does not appear to be any *he Fathers of the Republic 
revolutionary movement of action iif their shrewd old lawyer brains 
the army. The one man who might, Killing and self-sacrificing l'nion- 
and, in my opinion, would have been men as Commodore Vanderbilt and 
likely to bring about a revolutionary Merpoint Morgan labored 
movement of action in Germany
Liebkneeht. He was not obsessed by and their antiquated carbines; 
theory ; lie was for ever attacking; ,or which finally, Wilson, 
he had vigor; he had enthusiasm ; he 
had the spirit of adventure, lie was

agitated 
; suchThis pamphlet is largely a reprint 

of four articles which appeared in the 
“Workers' Dreadnought" in the Xu 
tutnii of 1918, and which werr writ;ell 
about six weeks prior to tin German 
Revolution and the signing f the 
Armistice.
references may appear to he out of 
date; others may make clearer the rea- 

for the failure of the Spartacus

was over-
to make 

ships 
and 

through
rhetoric Schwab and Vanderlip. hv 
steel and dollars, spread to the four 
corners of the earth.

safe with their chartered coffinwasHeme, a number of tin

sons
movement to bring off their counter
part of the November Ke< ilution in 
Russia. The purpose of the compila
tion oi the four articles, together with 
a lengthy addendum, ax a pamphlet ix 
to give permanence and further pub
licity to a Marxist examination of cer
tain important issues of immediate 
ami practical significance that have 
been given all too little attention by 
the revolutionary elements in this

not an academician, a journalist, a 
would-be statesman. He (To Be Continued.)xvas
agitator, and the impression he made 
on me as he talked of our plan of 
attack on the Armaments Interna
tional. was of a man who would

an

THE UNSOLVED
SOCIAL JUSTICE"

RIDDLE OF
•mil tile l . -X consciously or sub
consciously, the proletarians in all 
highly developed capitalist countries 
have responded to the subtle influ
ences of capitalist production for

T is now some seventy years since sale, of capitalist zeal for export 
the European proletariat made trade. This impulse is natural, be

lts gallant but unsuccessful attempt cause in the modern economy vast
to overthrow the governing classes requirements of the people can only
of the great States of Western and he supplied from without the fron
dent nil Europe. With the exception tiers of the country, and, at the same
of one or two minor incidents to- time, once the market becomes con-
words (lie close of the French Révolu- gested with commodities, production 
tion this was the first effort of the must fall away and employment at 
workers to challenge and to contest remunerative wages be restricted. The 
the sovereignty of the state systems workers are living within the l'rame-

never
be so happy as when he was hitting, 
hitting, hitting his enemy. ]|e felt 
intensely about his work, but he 
was the happy pugilist rather than

(Continued From Page Five)country.
London, June. 1919. J. T. W. N.

• 1 the pro lessor had discovered any 
such statements as these in any book 

the earnest Tolstoyan or eminently wri,tea by if Socialist, he would have
cried about from the housetops that 
the Socialists wanted to destroy that 
thrice sacred institution, the family. 
We will, however, content ourselves 
with drawing Mr. Leacock’s 
tion to the

I.

I
respectable advocate of Socialistic 
Pacifism prevalent in this country. 
He could have fired the imagination 
of the working men where Bernstein
and probably Ka,utsky would 
have touched them. Liebkneeht is in
prison and there does not appear to ort*er of society has already

nized the right of every child to be 
clothed, fed, trained and educated.

iitten-never
fact that the coming

re cog.
he any one else upon whom his 
tie has fallen.

man-
lf there is, we must 

conclude that the circumstances of irrespective of
whatsoever.

considerationany
Mr. Leacock may ob

tain the fullest information on this 
subject by consulting a little pamph
let entitled “Education and Art in

which bad grown up on the ruins of work of capitalist society, and the 
feudalism. war and the law of military service 

prevent him from arousing his fel
lows.

The Continental prole- more completely they are enmeshed 
tari at of the towns was not then snf- in that system the more must they 
fieiently strong or class-conscious to struggle, not necessarily with intelli- 
achicvc success and was betrayed by genev, to improve their lot. So long 
the upper and lower elements of the as the capitalist class can direct them 
capitalist class as soon as these saw to what it may or may not believe 
the direction in which their victory to be the cause of all these misfor-

The magnificent organization of 
the State for maintaining the civilian 
life of the country ; the thoroughness 
of the police regime ; the fear of 
Clemenceau, “the Tiger,’’ and his 
more suave-tongued colleagues across 
the waters, hold the German prole
tariat ill impotence. In Austria Hun-

Soviet Russia. is it possible, we 
wonder, that Mr. Leacock had these 
facts in mind when lie referred, in 
a former chapter, to “the unspeak
able savageries of Bolshevism?was likely to carry them. tunes, viz. ; the organized capitalists 

They withdrew from the side of of other lands, great numbers of the 
the workers, whose mass a et ion alone workers will seek that mode of escape, 
had made it possible for them to over- or acquiesce in the order to march and 
awe the executive power of the land- to light. The modern state, the land
ed and mercantile el asses (in the lat- cm “executive committee of the eapi- 
ter case we refer to the money mer- inlist class,’’ is a terrible monster, 
eh nuts of Paris,1 and if they did not against whom rebellion seems useless
ally themselves directly with the re- and is useless, unless a high degree
actionary forces, they followed such of solidarity amf determination can 
a policy ns to enable those to re-eon- lie assumed among a large propor- 
qurr authority. The Emperor of tion of the workers, not only in one
Austria and King of Hungary and area or one country, hut all over the
the Kings of Prussia, Saxony, Bn- world of capitalist production and 
varia, and their fellow-prineelings re- government, 
turned to power, hut with a reeogni-

Tn this concluding paragraph. Mr. 
Leacock asserts that “The safety of 
the future lies in a progressive move
ment of social control, alleviating the

gary, where the native bureaucracy 
is less capable, where economic de
velopment and political organization '"'seiy which it can not obliterate.

This is the professor’s last wordhave not* brought so strong a State 
into existence, and where capitalism 
is not so cunningly controlled as in 
Germany, there is a seething mass of 1 
revolutionary material, 
more pronounced, and the need f ir 
expansion is fur less felt owing to 
the low economic cultivation of in
dustry in the Dual Monarchy.

Yet, for all the seeming hopeless
ness of a revolutionary upheaval in

on
the subject of social justice and we 
are again compelled to differ with 
him. Those who suffer under the
‘misery” to which he refers, 

sick and tired of a social control 
which can do no better than hint at. 
a dim and distant future wherein 
their lot shall not he quite so miser
able. They are turning their eyes
and centering their hopes 
method of social control which aims 
at the obliteration of the miseries 

This new method

Hunger is are

The German workers, in so far as
tion dawning in the minds of their they were Socialists, before the war 
statesmen, at any rate in Prussia, 
that they must set theselves at the tirai struggle against a reactionary Germany or a successful outbreak in 
head of the Nationalist Party, attach political system than for industrial 
to themselves the capitalist interests, warfare against economically power- 
and adopt an internal and external ful groups of cenitalists. 
policy calculated to further what
those elements conceived to he to largely, the child of the Socialist 
their advantage. The success of the

on a new
were organized much more for a poli-

A u st r i a- Hun gary, the chances are that which beset them
the reactionary elements in Germany of social control is 
may be overthrown by those capital
ists, mainly the financial gang who 
are so influential in New York and

economic. We
The Ger

man trade union movement was,
quote from a statement by Nicolai 
Lenin of the Russian Soviet Republic, 
to Colonel Raymond Robbins, of the 
1 nited Slates Red Cross : “This sy
stem is stronger than yours, because 

It seeks out the

movement of politicians and political in London, despite their temporary 
theorists.Tudors and the failure of the Stuarts German capitalism devel- eclipse, an eclipse that there is ren

in England was not lost upon the oped at a prodigious rate. It pur- 
Hohenznllorns. At the “ame time, m sued an enlightened policy toward its 
Germany, more even than in this workers, aided by a paternal govem-

son to believe is not so real as ap- it admits reality, 
parent, and that a political set tie- sources of daily human work-value 

and. out of those sources, directly, 
it creates the social control of the

ment will be established in Berlin, 
country, the landed aristocracy be- ment which, at the same time, made which many advocates of Wilson’s 
came involved in the capitalist sy- it plain to the trade unionists that Amerienn-Demoeracy will immediate- State. Our government will be
stem, owing to the preponderating the Army was always in reserve to ly hail as the spiritual counterpart of economic social control for 
importance in German industry of the assist in the maintenance of public their own “dollar civilization.” The mic 
brewing and distilling industries and

an
an econo

age. It will triumph because it 
present directors of the German mill- speaks the spirit, and releases and

of the Krieg-indnstrie. or armaments dustrialists. In Germany ♦here did tary system will he “shanghaied.” uses the spirit of the age that now
manufacture, having its foundations not arise the kind of advanced La- Germany will be admitted to the is ”
in iron and oonl mineral lands The bor Movement that appeared in every Teague to Enforce Peace, and the
alliance of the industrial magnates country where industrial capitalists
and the landowners was cemented and fought out their battles with their and military discipline will be com- thinking.

>rder. the order of the Junker-In-

We will leave this thought with 
It may set him

C. K
"best features” of her bureaucratic Professor Leaeock
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